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ID # PIMSY Plan PIMSY Department PIMSY Screen Release Notes 

9982 Professional Medical Records Wait list/client 
management 

We have corrected an issue that occurred when copying wait list 
clients. 

10068 Professional Medical Records Wait list document We have corrected an issue where Wait List clients - when 
converted to actual clients - either didn't have the document 
transfer correctly or folders were duplicated. 

10066 Prime Medical Records SAL calendar We have linked the New Note buttons at the top of the Calendar to 
setting -46. 

6545 Platinum Medical Records Medications /eMAR We have added the eMAR button to the Medications Grid in the 
client's chart so dosing records can more easily be created. 

10002 Platinum Medical Records Dashboard We have added a New Document Assignment and Signature 
Queuing System to PIMSY. Please ask your PIMSY Support 
Specialist for Details. 

8381 Professional Calendar / Scheduling Scheduler We have added a new Front Desk Scheduler screen under Utilities -
> SAL. This is a Beta Version of this screen that you are welcome to 
use and provide feed back on. It is primarily designed for Front 
Desk/Scheduling Staff but eventually will be open to everyone. 

10841 Prime Calendar / Scheduling SAL Calendar Week View We have corrected the issue where the SAL Calendar "Error"s when 
going from Timeline view to Weekly View. 

9796 Prime Calendar / Scheduling SAL Calendar We have added a new Q&A question in the User area that will 
allow you to indicate specific users that can NOT double book 
appointments if setting -222 is set to "false". 

10773 Professional Billing / Invoicing Take a payment We have added a new Easy Payment button that will allow you to 
quickly find a client and take a payment from them without the 
need to go to their chart. It will then ask if you would like to split 
that payment to other sessions. We've also added Additional Tool 
Tips on the Co Pay Icon and Take a Payment Button on the 
Appointments to indicate if a client has a credit balance. 



 

9962 Professional Billing / Invoicing Notes/Invoicing Ask us about our new PRP feature. 

10871 Prime Billing / Invoicing Note We have made it so Non Billable Notes can overlap billable notes 
even if settings -117 and -129 are set to "true". This will allow for 
additional documentation on the chart to take place at the same 
time a session might be happening. 

9907 Platinum Billing / Invoicing EDE You will now notice when you generate a standard 837p or 837i 
file you get a corresponding comments file that gives more detail 
on each segment on the EDE file. 

9605 Prime Billing / Invoicing Client Aging Report We have made a slight modification to the statement as far as 
splits are concerned. Splits without any kind of Note or SAL 
attached will no longer have a default Service date matching 
today's date. 

9317 Professional Administration / Set 
Up 

Reports We now have the ability to Copy the Standard PIMSY reports and 
create new ones that meet your specific needs. Ask us if we can 
help. 

 

 

 

 

 


